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Multiple Choice

1. What is the abbreviation for desired dose?
A"H
B.Q

@
D.O
E.A

is the abbreviation for dosage unit?

,.L{hat is the abbreviation for dose on hand?
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Dosage calculations
4. Ordered: Lisinopril 40 mg PO daily
On hand: Lisinopril 2A mg tablets
Desired Oose: l$tr4
Amount to dispense:- & 1eb

5. Ordered:Biaxino125 mg PO tid
On hand: Biaxino250 mg per SmL oral suspension t48 * Stf l
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Desired dose: fZ$*nq
Amount to dispense: -e,$-nrl

6. Ordered:Augmentinol gram PO bid
On hand: Augmentino400 mg/ 5 mL
Desired dose: I W-rlr\
Amount to dispenbe: le.$.&r-i

7. Ordered:Singulairo5 mg PO daily
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On hand: Singulairo5 mg chewable tablets

8. Ordered:Augmentino200 mg PO q8h
On hand: Augmentino 125 mg/5 mL suspension

Desired aose: {n...4,-
Amount to dispense:v I

Desired dose: &0^g*
Amounr to dispenset€:/}id

9. Ordered: Valtrexo0.5 g PO daily On hand:
Desired dose: gf ,f..ri - 58CI r.
Amount to dispensel

rr g)

*.t ufl?-Y

Valtrexo500 mg caplets



Estimated Days Supply
As a pharmacy technician you may need to determine the estimated days supply of a
prescription, which is how long the medication will last the patient if taken correctly.

Example 1: The physician orders Motrino600 mg tablets #20 i po bid.

20 tablets/2 tablets per day = 10 days
The prescription should last the patient 10 days.

Example 2:The physician orders RobitussinoAC 240 mL ii tsp tid.

The patient is to receive 1O mL (2 tsp) three times per day. So, the patient should take 30 mL
per day.
240 mL/ 30 ml per day = g 62y.
The prescription should last the patient 8 days.

In Exercises 1-5 calculate the estimated days supply.
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14. Thorazineo20 mg # 90 i PO tid
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Apply Your Knowledge
What ls the Dosage Ordered?
You are the pharmacy technician working in a retail pharmacy. You are working in a
pharmacy when the following prescription comes in: ValiumoT.5 mg PO tid for 7 days. The
drug is available in 2-mg scored tablets, 5-mg scored tablets, and 1O-mg scored tablets, and
you have all three strengths on hand for filling this prescription

ZZ.Whal is the amount to dispense?

tl.E.What should the label to patient state?
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Answer the fottowinn qr"rtil>.1
1. what is the desire a ao""zi I "@J


